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Abstract 
Alumni portal is the advanced communication way. It is for the same institute students family 
because of this alumni portal the present students, Ex-students can easily keep themselves in 
contact with each other. Not only students but the teachers, management members & 
everyone who is attached with the same institute are the part of this alumni portal. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Alumni Portal system represents the 
communication between institute, students 
and every institute related members in a 
database form. This is an online 
application accessed by throughout the 
institute and ex-students. Ex-students can 
access the portal with proper login 
credentials according to the database 
which will give better performance to the 
users. 
 
A. Scope 
Alumni Portal is the system which is 
accessed through organization in a 
protective private manner. This 
information is surely safeguard by 
organization and only provided under the 
condition. The office of alumni and 
college provides constituent information to 
all users only under the terms and 
conditions. 
 
B. Overview 
Overall description consists of background 
of the entire specific requirement. It also 
gives explanation about actor and function 
which is used. It gives explanation about 
architecture diagram and it also gives what 
we are assumed and dependencies. It also 
support specific requirement and also it 
support functional requirement, 
supplementary requirement other than 
actor which is used. It also gives index and 
appendices. It also gives explanation about 
any doubt and queries. In everyone’s life 
the higher education or service based 
education plays an important role. It is as 
the limestone in life for further progress 
he/she should be in contact with his/her 
previous institute and friend circle. The 
alumni pages helps to provide new source 
of their earning services list can create 
interaction between alumni’s. 
 
C. Need for Better Alumni System:  As 
human being is a social animal. It is 
necessary and compulsory for him/her to 
express to share his/her ideas. From Stone 
Age, networking is on but in a different 
way. But nowadays online networking is 
the effective social media. So Alumni 
portal plays an important role. Existing 
alumni systems are usually developed to 
facilitate networking between the alumni 
and their respective universities, but most 
of these current systems are not being used 
by the majority of the alumni for many 
reasons. 
 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
For the Alumni Portal, we have observed 
some current alumni portals: 
 
A. Harvard Alumni Portal:  
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Front page of this portal shows the features 
like login tab so that the alumnus can login 
easily, ways to connect for connecting the 
junior and the pass out students, make gift 
for various occasions like birthdays or 
anything else. With that Harvard provides 
Features News for surrounding 
information’s, Lecture details which 
describes the schedule, events and the 
Notice are displayed on home page itself 
with the present event. If by intelligence 
and luck and it is surely possible any 
student reaches at top position and he/she 
want to get help the previous institute in 
any manner such as giving donation, 
providing computers or advanced 
machinery or technology this Alumni 
Portal helps in easier way. 
 
B. IIT Kanpur:  
IIT has Gallery with many images, 
Lectures details with specific day and 
time; contacts which show whom all are 
connected with this portal, woman alumni 
convention as separate for the woman only 
on the Home page. Home page underline 
difficulties try for junior students so they 
can get solution through this Alumni 
Portal. For better visualization it is 
highlight on every page IIT Kanpur shows 
information events about current situation.
 
SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
 
 
OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE 
A. Objective:  
Alumni’s are:  
 A valuable source for referral 
recruitment.  
 To know the reputation or quality of 
our college’s education through the 
position of ex-student of our college. 
 To be updated with the correct 
knowledge which runs outside world to 
do our own progress. 
 
 
 
B. Project Scope:  
 This alumni portal would provide 
common platform to interact students, 
alumni and college altogether.  
 Portal provides dynamic feature such 
as active user status, chat rooms, 
personal chatting & messaging  
 Virtual alumni meetings  
 Job posting  
 Internships  
 Industry sponsored projects  
 Entrepreneurial guidance.  
 Online expert lecture videos 
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Research Results 
Login Page 
 
 
Sign Up 
 
 
User Home Page 
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Admin Home Page 
 
 
Joined Alumnus 
 
 
Alumnus Profile Updation Window 
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Search Window 
 
     
Message Window 
 
 
CONCLUSION 
This is an important website which creates 
interaction between current students and 
ex-students. It shares information as well 
as knowledge to current students, ex-
students and the institute. The main focus 
of this Alumni portal is to bring ex-
students of college together. The main goal 
of this report is to connect alumni students 
with the college and existing college 
students with the help of this web alumni 
portal.  
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